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Abstract David A. LeFevre analyzes the studies done by Warren
Aston (see page 8), Richard Wellington and George
Potter (see page 26), and Kent Brown (see page 44) and
compares them, using the text of the Book of Mormon
as a guide. These three studies take liberty in interpreting Nephi’s usage of specific terms; LeFevre, however, insists that such interpretations are unnecessary
and inaccurate. He analyzes other phrases in a more
conservative way in order to find additional information regarding Lehi’s trek. He specifically discusses
Lehi’s life in Jerusalem, the route Lehi took from
Jerusalem to the Red Sea, the Valley of Lemuel, the
route from Shazer to Nahom, the route from Nahom
to Bountiful, and the building of the ship at Bountiful.
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lthough most of the

Book of Mormon

takes place in the New World, more than 41
pages of 1 Nephi are firmly planted in an Old
World setting. Linking that part of the record to
actual locations in the Near East began in earnest
in 1950 with the serialized publication of Hugh
Nibley’s “Lehi in the Desert.”1 Nibley modestly
called his work “little more than a general survey,”2
yet he broke new ground in correlating ancient
documents, scholarly opinion, writings about life
in Arabia, and even ancient Arabic poetry with the
wilderness trek of Lehi and Sariah. Nibley proposed
a map of their route through Arabia based on the
assumption that Old World Bountiful had to be “in
the forested sector of the Hadhramaut,” from where
he simply drew a line westward until it intersected
the main caravan trail.3 His subsequent works
continued to bring Lehi’s story to life and show its
58
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unambiguous connection to life in ancient Israel
and Arabia.4
Nibley’s writings proved to be a catalyst for subsequent scholars and explorers,5 including those featured in this issue of the Journal,6 who have ventured
into the region, studied ancient texts, examined the
findings of archaeology and other fieldwork, and
proposed locations for the events Nephi records. The
result is that we can now place the early chapters of
the Book of Mormon in a precise historical setting
and can identify plausible and in some cases even
precise locations for sites recorded in the text. This
is quite a feat for a book that did not represent the
popular understanding of Arabia when it was first
published.7 A summary of current thinking on Lehi’s
route through Arabia is captured in the articles by
Warren P. Aston, S. Kent Brown, and Richard Wellington and George Potter in this issue of the Journal.
Though their many themes intersect, these research-

Shoreline of the Gulf of Aqaba near Bir Marsha. Forty-four
miles from Aqaba, these mountains block further travel south
and force travelers inland via the valley in the center.
Photo courtesy George Potter.

ers also have individual opinions and interpretations
of the evidence and the text. The task of this article is
to review and compare these three studies using the
narrative of the Book of Mormon as the chronological framework.

Jerusalem to the Valley of Lemuel
(1 Nephi 2:2–15)

Nephi records that his family left Jerusalem and
“departed into the wilderness,” taking with them
provisions and tents (2:4). He gave no length of
time for this first segment of the journey but simply said they “came down by the borders near the
shore of the Red Sea” and “traveled in the wilderness in the borders which are nearer the Red Sea”
(2:5). Once in the wilderness, they “traveled three
days” and camped “in a valley by the side of a river
of water” (2:6). Lehi named the river after his oldest

son, Laman (2:8), and the valley after his next son,
Lemuel (2:14).
Wellington and Potter expand the phrase “into
the wilderness” in 2:2 to “into the [Way of the] Wilderness,” implying that the family took a specific
trail of that name. But the text does not seem to
support such an extrapolation.8 The term wilderness
appears prominently in Nephi’s description of every
segment of the journey to Bountiful, not just in this
initial part of the journey.9 There is no reason to
suppose that Nephi’s use of wilderness in 2:2 differs
from the way he uses the term elsewhere—as a general reference to the types of land through which
the group passed.10
Another term that Wellington and Potter examine to help determine both the path to and the location of the Valley of Lemuel is borders.11 They make
a distinction between “the borders near the shore
of the Red Sea” and “the borders which are nearer
journal of Book of Mormon Studies
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the Red Sea” (2:5). Concluding that borders actually means “mountains,” they surmise that Nephi
is speaking of two mountain ranges, one near and
the other nearer the Red Sea. There are multiple
Hebrew terms translated as “borders” in the King
James version of the Bible that relate to geography,
the most common being gĕbûl. This is the term
Wellington and Potter equate with “mountain.” But
gĕbûl means “territory” or “boundary.”12 Nephi has
no trouble distinguishing between “borders” and
“mountains” elsewhere,13 so there is no reason to
think he means “mountains” in 2:5.
Additionally, a study of the original Book of
Mormon manuscripts shows that in the phrase
“traveled in the wilderness in the borders which
are nearer the Red Sea” (2:5), the verb are originally
read was, which one could interpret as related to
the singular noun wilderness and not to the plural
borders.14 Textual analysis further suggests the term
nearer might be more correct as near, removing the
distinction that Wellington and Potter use to differentiate the two mountain ranges.15 Summarizing
all the textual evidence, we conclude that Nephi is
probably saying, “And he came down by the area
near the Red Sea; and he traveled in the wilderness
which was in the region near the Red Sea.” Thus we
know the general area in which Lehi’s party was
traveling, but nothing more specific.
It is difficult to know from Nephi’s brief
description which trail the family followed upon
leaving Jerusalem. Brown notes that there are at
least four possibilities, all of them widely used
trade routes through the area. Various authors have
favored different routes.16 Based on the available
evidence, there is no compelling motivation to prefer one over the other, except perhaps to choose the
quickest way out.17

In the Valley of Lemuel (1 Nephi 2:16–16:8)
Roughly 75 percent of the first 41 pages of
1 Nephi took place while the family was camped in
the valley they named Lemuel. There Nephi had his
first recorded encounter with the Lord, confirming the truthfulness of his father’s prophecies and
securing an assurance from the Lord of a future
land of promise (2:16–24). The sons of Lehi twice
left the valley and went back to Jerusalem, first for
the plates of Laban (3:1–5:22) and second for the
family of Ishmael (7:1–22). Lehi experienced his
60
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“tree of life” vision in that valley (8:1–38), followed
by Nephi’s own related visionary experience (11:1–
14:30). The families also celebrated five weddings
there (16:7).
How long they stayed in the Valley of Lemuel
is not stated in the text, and opinions on the matter differ dramatically among the three articles.18
Aston favors a longer stay, taking up most of the
eight-year period in the wilderness (17:4), while
Brown inclines toward a time just long enough to
encompass the experiences related by Nephi. The
percentage of chapters devoted to events in the valley influences Aston to advocate a longer valley stay,
but the length of the text is not a good indication of
time. The events in the valley were recorded because
of their significance, not their duration. Nevertheless, two items hint at a longer stay than the short
time that Brown proposes.
The first hint is found in 1 Nephi 8:1, where
the group “gathered together all manner of seeds,”
including both grain and fruit, while in the valley.
Nephi later stated that they had brought seeds from
“the land of Jerusalem” (18:24), though 8:1 implies
that at least some of the seed gathering happened
in the valley.19 Gathering seeds probably indicates
a stay of at least one growing season.20 These seeds
are significant because the family resists using them
until they arrive in the New World, as Brown notes.
The second hint relates to the mention of children only after the family arrived at Nahom (17:1),
the basis for Brown’s argument for a short stay in
the valley. From Shazer, Nephi and his brothers did
“go forth into the wilderness to slay food for our
families; and after we had slain food for our families
we did return again to our families in the wilderness (16:14). This took place well before the arrival
at Nahom. If the group took less than a year to
reach Nahom and only there saw the first births of
children from the marriages contracted in the Valley of Lemuel, as Brown suggests, Nephi’s use of the
plural term our families at Shazer is problematic.
The logical reading is that Nephi is referring to the
new families, including children. If so, then the
group evidently lingered in the valley for a longer
time than Brown proposes, and children were born
before the journey was resumed.21
Yet Aston’s assertion that “much of the eight
years” was in the Valley of Lemuel is perhaps an
overstatement. As discussed below, Brown is persuasive that the afflictions of the journey’s last leg

(from Nahom to Bountiful) seem to indicate an
extended period. What seems to fit all the evidence
is that there were extended stays—or delays—at
more than one location, including the Valley of
Lemuel, Nahom, and the sojourn in the wilderness
between Nahom and Bountiful, together adding up
to eight years.
Geographically speaking, the most significant
thing about the Valley of Lemuel is that there is a
fully qualified candidate, first brought to our attention by Potter and Wellington. Jeffrey R. Chadwick
suggests an alternative location for the Valley of
Lemuel in “one of the wadis near the shore at Bir

To the right of center is the mountain pass that makes passage possible from the seashore and lower canyon to the long valley known
as Wadi Tayyib al-Ism. Photo courtesy George Potter.

Marsha,”22 but Potter had already visited the area
and determined that the wadis there were dry.23
Potter and Wellington’s suggestion of Wadi Tayyib
al-Ism, which they have visited multiple times,
satisfactorily fits the description in 1 Nephi,24 and
no other serious candidate has been presented.25
With further research and exploration, including
a detailed and scientific survey of the area, we may

one day be certain of the location. Until then, it is a
marvelous discovery that there is at least one place
that qualifies as the Valley of Lemuel.

The Valley of Lemuel to Shazer
(1 Nephi 16:9–14)

After Lehi was commanded by the Lord to
depart the Valley of Lemuel (16:9), he found “a
round ball of curious workmanship” near his tent
door (16:10). This device was later called the “Liahona” (Alma 37:38) though Nephi never mentions
that name.26 The party gathered their supplies,
packed their tents, crossed the
river Laman (16:11–12), and traveled “south-southeast” (16:13) for
four days. After that short journey,
they again pitched their tents and
called the location “Shazer” (16:13),
taking the opportunity to hunt for
food (16:14).
Wellington and Potter are
the only ones to cover this part
of the story in detail. Drawing on
Nibley’s suggestion that the meaning of Shazer had something to do
with trees, they searched for a suitable location. They found one in
Wadi Agharr. This palm tree–filled
valley is about four camel-days
south of Wadi Tayyib al-Ism and
has mountains nearby in which to
hunt game. It is also the first major
“rest stop” going south along the
ancient Frankincense Trail.
All parties agree that Lehi
and company had to follow the
Frankincense Trail, for the simple
reason that it was the only way
to survive the journey. The trail existed because
that was where the water was, and without water
in the desert, there is death. Following hints in
Nephi’s text, Brown suggests that the party stayed
close to the coast until Shazer, then moved higher
into the mountains. Wellington and Potter mostly
agree. They have Lehi follow the Gaza branch of
the Frankincense Trail, just on the inland side
of the coastal mountains after leaving the Valley
of Lemuel, then move farther inland after Wadi
Agharr/Shazer.
journal of Book of Mormon Studies
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A note on directions: Wellington and Potter
are inclined to take Nephi’s directional pronouncements literally, while Brown argues that they are
more a general sense of direction. It is true that
the “ball” could have provided specific directions
as Wellington and Potter suggest, but there is little
indication of that in Nephi’s record, only that it
pointed the way.27 Nephi’s sense of direction surely
relied on the traditional means—the sun and the
stars—and was likely more general than specific,
as he implies with repeated use of the term nearly
(16:13, 33; 17:1).

Shazer to the Broken Bow Location
(1 Nephi 16:14–32)

Continuing in the same south-southeast direction, the party stayed in fertile areas, hunting along
the way (16:14–17). At one stopping place, Nephi
“did break [his] bow” and they “did obtain no
food” (16:18). This resulted in much murmuring,
even from Lehi. Subsequently, Nephi found suitable
wood and made a new bow and arrow. Then, following “directions which were given upon the ball”
(16:30) about where to hunt, he brought food back
to camp.
Linguistic acrobatics aside,28 Wellington and
Potter do a good job documenting how Nephi’s
description of “most fertile parts” and “more fertile
parts” (16:14, 16) demonstrates both a surprising
fertility29 at the northern end of the Frankincense
Trail and a lessening of fertility as the group moved
farther south. Brown sees this as a strong indication
that the group was inland now and no longer on
the coastal plain, because fertile refers not only to
plant life but to animals they could hunt for meat.
Both lines of reasoning show the group staying east
of, yet close to, the coastal mountains. At first they
had little trouble getting food, but they soon experienced challenges as they moved south on the trail
into less fertile lands.
As game dwindled, a new crisis confronted
them: the broken bow, or more properly the loss of
the use of all bows.30 Again, Wellington and Potter
are the only ones to comment on a possible location
for this incident, though it unfortunately gets only
passing reference in the article.31 Bows can only be
made from certain kinds of wood, they tell us, and
one of those is the atim tree, found only in Arabia
west of the Frankincense Trail and south of the fer62
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Typical wadi in Yemen. Photo courtesy Kim Clark.

tile lands. This is right where Nephi needs wood to
make his bow. What Nephi doesn’t say specifically,
but which must have been the case, was that others in the group also made bows. Later they do not
complain about a lack of hunting equipment, only
a lack of targets (16:35). Further exploration of Arabian bow-making practices and availability of materials might help us better understand and perhaps
securely establish a more specific location for this
incident in Nephi’s account involving great faith.

Broken Bow Location to Nahom
(1 Nephi 16:33–39)

Continuing south-southeast, the party traveled
for “many days” until they finally pitched their tents
to “tarry for the space of a time” (16:33). Shortly
after this, Ishmael died, which caused great mourning among the family, especially his daughters. The
mourning led to murmuring and threats of death
against Lehi and Nephi. Only through the direct
intervention of the Lord was the group chastened,
humbled, and again able to obtain food (16:34–39).
A careful reading of the passage highlights two
details. First, they arrived at this camping location, and while tarrying there Ishmael died. There is
nothing in Nephi’s record to indicate that Ishmael
died on the trail and that his remains were carried by the group until they could bury them at
Nahom, as Brown and Aston both suggest. It is true
there are scriptural accounts of ancient Israelites
carrying their dead to a known, traditional burial
location.32 But it is unlikely that the group, moving through unfamiliar territory, would have been
aware of Nahom as a potential burial ground and
transported the body there, had Ishmael died on the
open trail. Instead, Nephi indicates they buried him
near their camp, where he died.33 This concurs with
a strong cultural and scriptural mandate to bury a
body quickly, preferably on the same day as death.34
Indeed, that is exactly the tone of Nephi’s words:
“Ishmael died, and was buried” (16:34)—one event
immediately following the other.
Second, Nahom is mentioned only as the burial
place for Ishmael. The fact that the group camped
nearby is implied because there is no mention of
a long journey to bury Ishmael. But Nephi never
says they camped at Nahom. The point is minor but
perhaps helpful in discovering a more exact starting
point of the turn eastward—we cannot know it from
Nephi’s description alone. As the articles describe,
NHM is a broad area, a tribal territory rather than
a single location. Nephi doesn’t give details about
the campsite, though we can confidently associate
the resting place and the turn east with the larger
area called NHM.35 However, we cannot simply
draw a line from the now-certain NHM burial place
eastward to find Bountiful. We don’t know how
close the family camped to Ishmael’s grave (and
thus don’t know their starting place), and we can’t

be certain of the exact path of the group, just that it
was “nearly eastward” (17:1).
The marvelous fact is that there is an archaeologically confirmed NHM right where Nephi says it
should be and right at the time in history described
in the record. This is one of the most stunning
discoveries related to Book of Mormon geography.
Finding a stela in Mesoamerica reading “Zarahemla” would be no more remarkable. A series of
steps led to these discoveries—Ross Christensen
first observing the name on an old map, Aston’s
investigations of place-names in the region, and
finally the discovery by a German archaeological
team of three altars bearing the tribal name NHM.
The first altar was brought to the attention of the
Latter-day Saint audience by Brown. Aston, in a
visit to the location, found a second altar, and a
third has been excavated. All three bear the NHM
inscription and date to Lehi’s time, providing the
single most concrete evidence of the veracity and
antiquity of Nephi’s record to date.36
All three articles give attention to the general
location of Nahom as a tribal region, but the exact
size of the region is an item of small debate. Brown
and Aston are content to locate it in the area of
Wadi Jawf based on the altar inscriptions. But Wellington and Potter, informed by a 1970 CIA map of
the region, suggest broadening the Nahom region
to also include Wadi Naham, south of Wadi Jawf,
and perhaps Furdat (“stony hills”) Naham. They
attempt to apply very specific information about
modern towns and water supplies to Lehi’s journey,
including proposing that the Liahona led the group
“into the edge of the Rubʾ al Khali” before leading them to Nahom. This is an interesting set of
speculative assumptions, but hardly persuasive. The
critical information is that NHM is an archaeologically documented tribal area at the eastern turn of
the Frankincense Trail and that this area includes a
traditional burial ground, just as Nephi describes in
his record.
It could be that additional archaeological finds
will reveal yet more details about the burial place
called Nahom and its surrounding regions and
history. Determining exactly where Lehi’s party
stayed is likely impossible, given the few clues that
Nephi provides and the near impossibility that the
presence of these migrants would have left some
kind of trace on the land that is identifiable today.
But this is hardly necessary to appreciate and even
journal of Book of Mormon Studies
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celebrate the tangible discoveries that
link this location to specific Book of
Mormon events.
As Brown observes, we do not
know how long the group remained
camped near Ishmael’s burial place. If
they followed Hebrew mourning conventions of the day, the daughters and
Ishmael’s wife (and no doubt the others
in the party) would have “mourn[ed]
exceedingly” (16:35) by putting on sackcloth, fasting, weeping, and perhaps
tearing their hair and putting ashes on
their heads. They may even have shaved
their heads. This likely went on for
seven days and could have been a factor
in augmenting the murmuring.37

Nahom to Bountiful (1 Nephi 17:1–6)

Collapsed structures blend into the barren Arabian landscape. Photo
courtesy Warren Aston.

Sometime after the Lord checked the near
rebellion following Ishmael’s death (16:36–39), the
group moved on from Nahom, but this time in a
decidedly different direction—“nearly eastward.”
They “wade[d] through much affliction” and “live[d]
upon raw meat.” In spite of that, Nephi subsequently recalls, they were blessed of God. Finally,
after an eight-year sojourn in the wilderness, the
group arrived at the seashore, set up camp, and
called the place Bountiful (17:1–6).
Wellington and Potter note that the Frankincense Trail turned east in the Nahom area, a
route that matches Nephi’s change of direction.
Brown agrees that Lehi and company must have
followed this route, which would have taken them
into the historically significant towns of Marib and
Timna. Their journey apparently skirted the edge
of the Empty Quarter and involved long distances
between wells. Brown reminds us: “All paths were
difficult.”
On this part of the route the authors of the
three articles strongly disagree, at least in terms
of chronology. Brown favors a long period here,
Potter and Wellington locate the bulk of the eight
years back in the Valley of Lemuel, and Aston
surmises that this “last stage of the journey . . .
was [not] much longer in duration than the earlier
stages.” In light of 17:2–4, it seems evident that the
group’s “sojourn in the wilderness”—the journey
from Nahom to Bountiful—took them a long time,

much of the eight years.38 Brown’s reasoning, built
on word meanings and related comments by other
Book of Mormon prophets (and explained in even
more detail in other sources),39 argues compellingly for a period of servitude. At this stage, the
group would have been forced to interact with
others. Evidence of this can perhaps be teased out
of the phrase “some strange wilderness,” used by
Laman against Nephi (16:38).40 Water and food
were scarce here, and it is unlikely that the group
could have crossed this space without contact with
those who controlled the wells. Yet, implicit in the
Lord’s instruction not to “make much fire” (17:12),
presumably to prevent the group from attracting
attention to themselves, is that any such interaction
should be—and in fact was—avoided. Nephi amazingly sees this time of severe afflictions as an indication of God’s love for the group (17:3) and offers few
details except its difficulty and duration.
Lehi’s lost record surely had more to say about
the hardships experienced during this part of the
journey. We get that impression both from King
Benjamin (Mosiah 1:17) and Alma (Alma 36:28–
29). Additionally intriguing are Alma’s words to
the people of Ammonihah, which invite them to
remember “the tradition of [their] fathers” (Alma
9:8), meaning “our father, Lehi” who was “brought
out of Jerusalem by the hand of God” (9:9). In the
next breath, Alma reiterates how the Lord “deliv-
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ered our fathers out of the hands of their enemies,
and preserved them” (9:10). That “our fathers” refers
to Lehi and his family seems apparent from verses
9 and 13.41 From Brown’s observations and these
indications from the text, it appears that the family
spent significant time (perhaps most or, in my reading of the text, even all of the eight years) and conceivably suffered bondage in the passage between
the Nahom area and Bountiful.42

The Location of Bountiful
Everything in Nephi’s narrative leads us to
Bountiful, which is where the three articles converge. Not that they tell exactly the same story—in
fact, there are strong disagreements—but they all
make a similar point: the location of Bountiful is
on the southern coast of the Arabian peninsula in
modern-day Oman. The thin green band of trees,
flowers, and grass along the Dhofar coast of Oman
is not just the best choice for the group to locate
while Nephi built his ship, it is the only choice.

As noted by the authors, though, various candidates for Bountiful in the Dhofar region have been
proposed, including the two most likely locations
to date, Wadi Sayq/Khor Kharfot and Khor Rori.43
Either site is a viable candidate with strengths and
weaknesses vis-à-vis the other. In a spirited if sometimes overly enthusiastic debate, Aston supports
Khor Kharfot and Wellington and Potter support
Khor Rori.44 Though the evidence appears to be
leaning in favor of Khor Kharfot,45 Brown correctly
reminds us that we must exercise caution: we have
not found nor are likely to find any specific evidence of Lehi and company living in the area. The
best that can be done is to continue meticulously
examining the text for all its described characteristics, then continue to compare the various sites
to the list. In the end, if two or more sites appear
qualified, it is all the more amazing, because no one
in 1830—and at least one author as late as 1985—
allowed that such a place even existed.46
It seems fair to say that the family was certainly not alone at Bountiful. Although the text
gives no hint that
their specific location was occupied
when they arrived,47
it would have been
quite impossible to
avoid all contact
with the thriving
population in the
larger Dhofar area
during the two or
more years it took
to build the ship, as
Brown notes. Even
the name they give
the sea, Irreantum, is
evidence for interaction with others. If
it is indeed South

Aerial view of Wadi Sayq/
Khor Kharfot. Photo courtesy
Kim Clark.
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Semitic, as has been suggested,48 they had to learn
the word from someone there who already spoke
that language.49
Wellington and Potter’s notable achievement
in this section of their article is to draw our attention to Nephi’s many shipbuilding requirements,
which they rightly note have not been adequately
addressed before. Their analysis of this matter is
thought provoking and worth careful consideration,
and their inventory of needed shipbuilding materials extends our list of requirements for Bountiful.
Nevertheless, Wellington and Potter’s comments
elicit two observations.
First, they write that Nephi’s use of the phrase
“timbers of curious workmanship” (18:1) must refer
not to lumber they logged and cut themselves but
to imported wood. The wood is “curious,” they
suggest, because it was “precut in an unfamiliar
manner.” This corresponds with their belief that
the timber in Oman is inadequate to build a ship.
But the rest of 18:1 and the verse following make it
apparent that it is Nephi and his family who “work
the timbers.” Furthermore, Nephi is quite clear that
they do this work “not after the manner of men” but
“after the manner which the Lord had shown unto
[Nephi]” (18:2), thus relating the term curious to
their own work.50
Second, they state that Nephi needed a large
harbor to “test” his ship and crew prior to launching the ship into the ocean. It is true that the
ship needed to be in the water prior to departure,
but swelling the wood to make it watertight and
loading the ship in a balanced way could have
been achieved near the shore, possibly just past
the waves. A small boat could have been used to
shuttle people and supplies back and forth to the
anchored ship. Wellington and Potter use the
deep-port requirement as a strong qualification for
Khor Rori, but it comes across as looking for evidence to justify the decision.

cludes, “After we had sailed for the space of many
days we did arrive at the promised land” (18:23).
The route followed by the ship cannot be
determined from the text; Nephi does not even
give directions as he did with the Arabian journey. It is probable that the voyagers had to stop
many times along the way, for fresh water if
nothing else.51 This surely meant additional
interactions with other people en route, details
that Nephi apparently passed over in his record.
Those who have studied the geography, currents,
and winds of the Pacific can provide specific proposed routes,52 but we obviously have even less
chance of confirming the sea route than we do
the stopping places on land from evidences the
group could have left behind.
Aston asks the intriguing question, “Did Nephi
build a raft?” He provides examples from Thor
Hyerdahl’s expedition and related ones. I see nothing in the description of the construction or the
voyage to exclude such a possibility,53 though nothing to substantiate it either. It is an excellent question that challenges our preconceived notions about
the crossing and causes us to reconsider the experience in new ways.

Leaving Bountiful (1 Nephi 17:7–18:8)
Nephi led the family in building a ship,
which everyone pronounced “good” when it was
done (18:4). Per the Lord’s instructions, the party
entered the ship with fruit, meat, honey, and other
provisions and “put forth into the sea” toward the
promised land (18:6–8). Nephi records only one
incident during the voyage (18:9–22), then con66
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Above: Snake plant growing near the coast of southern Oman.
Right: Mountains in southern Oman rise dramatically from the seacoast. Photo courtesy Warren Aston.

Confidence in Mounting Evidence
Like the Lehite party moving through Arabia, as we “again take our journey” (16:33; 17:1) in
the Book of Mormon, each step forward provides
additional evidence supporting what the Spirit has
taught to millions—it is a true ancient record. Hugh
Nibley boldly said, “[The book of] 1 Nephi cannot
possibly be explained on the grounds of mere coincidence.”54 He identified over a hundred “searching
questions” about Lehi’s story, reminding us that “no
one on earth could have answered [them] correctly”
in Joseph Smith’s day.55 In our collective voyage
of discovery since Nibley issued that challenge, we
have progressed sufficiently to answer with certainty many of those questions and address the rest
with high confidence. Significantly, we are steadily

upgrading the level of answers from confidence to
certainty with each passing year.
As a people, we owe a debt of gratitude to people like Hugh Nibley, who first tantalized us with
a Near Eastern setting for the Book of Mormon,
and President Ezra Taft Benson, who challenged
us to make the book a part of the daily fabric of
our lives.56 We are also grateful to Nibley’s successors, including Brown, Aston, Potter, Wellington,
the Hiltons, Chadwick, and a host of others whose
work and thinking are represented by the articles in
this issue of the Journal. While more insights and
evidence will surely come forth in the approaching
years, we can now say with confidence that the general route of Lehi and Sariah’s journey from Jerusalem to Bountiful is sure and the many details are
increasingly clear. !
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